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April is a very significant month for us on Top Sales World, as we launch Top Sales
Academy – see Linda Richardson’s interview on Page 4 Also on April 16th, you will be
able to tune into Top Sales Radio.

In the meantime in this issue, we highlight the publication of Jill Konrath’s brand new
book “CRAP Selling” the sequel to her best-selling and award winning “SNAP Selling”
In fact we have a very special offer that you will not want to miss.

We have another excellent selection of articles this month from Nancy Nardin, Kendra
Lee and Steven Rosen, plus Tamara Schenk sends in her report from the recent
Forrester sales convention.

We also announce this month’s Top Sales Article and Top Sales Blog Post.

Finally in his regular “JF Uncut” column, Jonathan Farrington has a few things to say
about sales targets. “Sales Quotas, High Jumpers & Hockey Sticks.”

Enjoy...
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PS: Do follow us on Twitter and join us over on our 
LinkedIn group

Daily:

Brand new ..
� Sales tips
� Articles
� Blog posts
� Top Sales Radio

Weekly:
Brand new ...
� How to guides
� Management self-

development advice
� Sales team

development
sessions

� Top Sales Hardtalk
interviews

� Sales Management
Issues interviews

� Top 10 Sales Articles
� eBooks/White

Papers
� Recommended book
� Upcoming events

Monthly:

� Top Sales Magazine
� Top Sales Article

Coming Soon ...

� Top Sales Academy
� Top Sales Survey
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� Providing salespeople with an

affordable way to take control of their

own training, when their organizations

are not providing it.

� Providing many of the key figures

in the industry a forum for giving back,

by providing their expertise gratis to

make development accessible to

salespeople everywhere.

� Finding a way for professionals,

many of whom normally compete, to

collaborate. 

Top Sales Academy is one more

connector in the Top Sales World. The

curriculum the Academy offers is

impressive in its coverage of the core

skills needed to succeed in a

particular sales role. Four areas that

make up the curriculum are:

� Sales Management

� Internal Sales

� External Sales

� Consultative Sales

Each course is made up of 10 45

minute modules covering the skills

essential for success. For example

for sales managers, there are

programs such as: Leadership, Sales

Coaching, Recruitment/Interviewing,

Maximizing Sales Tools, and

Emotional Intelligence. And for

salespeople: Gaining the

Appointment, Call Planning,

Configuring Winning Solutions,

Resolving Objections, Selling with

Insight, Closing Sales. There are an

additional 30 courses, all with the

potential to positively impact

participants’ careers. The courses are

role specific, and each series of 10

courses comprises a full and

integrated curriculum. 

Each program will be delivered

online over 10 consecutive weeks.

Upon completion, salespeople and

sales managers will have the option

to be tested and receive certification. 

Unlike all of the other resources

offered by Top Sales World, there will

be a small fee to enroll in the

Academy to cover administrative and

technical expenses and to foster

commitment and ownership - that fee

is $99 per Program.

Although the curriculum will be

available to organizations, the

Academy is unique in targeting

individual salespeople and sales

managers. 

The tag-line for Top Sales World is

inspiring the global sales community.

As I think about Top Sales Academy, I

am inspired by the training

community coming together to raise

the level of professionalism among

the salespeople whose sales

organizations, for many different

reasons, have put training on the

back burner, or for individual

salespeople whose organizations

have provided training, but  want to

continuously sharpen their skills. 

Jonathan feels for many

organizations sales is in a sorry state

and he wants to do something about

it. His message: “I want as many

salespeople around the world to be

touched by Top Sales World. I see the

Academy as a way to really do

something about what is going on in

the sales space. It has the potential to

change people’s careers and improve

their chances of hitting quota. Rather

than waiting around for their

companies to make them successful,

we can give salespeople a way to

take control of their careers.” 

Top Sales Academy launches on

May 1st with the Sale Management

Program, and there will be free preview

sessions on April 17th and 24th. �

To add to that vision, this month

Jonathan is launching Top Sales

Academy - an online, four level, multi-

module, multi-trainer curriculum that a

sales manager or salesperson can

enroll in individually and truly call his

or her own. The drivers of this

undertaking are many, but the four

that stand out are: 

� Making training available to the

80% of salespeople that Jonathan

believes are not being trained—a

figure he believes has contributed to

50% of sales people not achieving

quota for what looks like it will be 5

consecutive years.

Your Own Personal
Sales Academy
A conversation with Jonathan Farrington by Linda Richardson

To look at the seven year
history of Top Sales
World is to see one man’s
dream of collaboration
and community come
true. The man is Jonathan
Farrington—whose vision
for development of sales
forces now spans the
globe. 

Jonathan feels for
many organizations

sales is in a sorry state
and he wants to do
something about it.

His message: “I want
as many salespeople

around the world to be
touched by Top Sales

World. I see the
Academy as a way to
really do something

about what is going on
in the sales space. 

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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To learn more, you can now
download the Prospectus HERE.

Top of Mind
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In sales management, you have two choices. You can develop your leadership
skills to catapult your professional success and that of your teams or you can
continue to perform at status quo. Today, a company needs every possible
efficiency, effort and effectiveness from its sales management and salespeople to
get ahead and emerge at the forefront of industry. Those companies that
innovate are growing and this top-rated two day conference is jam packed with
sales management leadership training to help drive innovation by showing sales
leaders how to strategically grow sales.

Whether you have 3 salespeople or 3,000, an
underachieving team or a sales force that
performs well, the competencies necessary to
transform your sales force into a cohesive, over
achieving team are the same. On May 14th
through May 15th, we provide the tools,
strategies, tactics, mindset, knowledge and
practice that you'll need in order to transform
your sales force and grow revenue and profit.

TThhiiss  ppoowweerrffuull  eevveenntt  iiss  lliimmiitteedd
ttoo  tthhee  ffiirrsstt  5500  ppeeooppllee  tthhaatt rreeggiisstteerr..

Latest Book
LAUNCHED EXCLUSIVELY ON TOP SALES WORLD VIA AMAZON

Let’s remove all the CRAP from the sales space and get back to being honest with ourselves
and everyone else.

CRAP Selling is filled with totally frank and refreshingly honest thoughts and commentary. It lifts the lid
on the mis-truths, the half-truths and the sycophants.

TODAY ONLY – 
Buy all three of Jill’s books for
JUST $5 – Yes, that’s $5!
To take advantage of this fantastic
offer simply email us on 
afool@topsalesworld.com

� All about the “Tweet Clubs” where
groups of people swap tweets every
day, without even knowing what they
are re-tweeting

� The LinkedIn “endorsement trading
culture”.

� How to write a best-selling book that
everyone actually thinks is CRAP.

� …and much more!

When you read CRAP Selling, 
you'll discover:

� Dan Waldschmidt – An outrageous dude with an
ordinary vision
“I talk crap most of the time, so Jill’s new book is
going to be invaluable to me”

� Jeffrey Gitomer
“Damn! Just as I was about to publish my “Little
Red Book of Crap” Konrath beats me to it.” 

� Mathew Dixon and Brent Adamson – Authors
of “The Challenger Sale” (The Corporate
Executive Board)
“We have been found out! It was only a matter of
time.”

� Prof. Neil Rackham
In a recent survey I conducted involving 10 billion
salespeople (figures supplied by The Corporate
Executive Board), 80% described their selling
skills as “crap” I can only conclude that Jill
Konrath’s new book is timely, to say the least.
These people need help NOW!

� Dave Kurlan – CEO of Objective Management
Group
“At OMG, we have been assessing crap for more
than 25 years – in fact we are the leading experts
– and we have found so much, we don’t know
what to do with it”

� Joanne Black – Doyenne of Referral Selling &
Author of “No More Cold Calling”
“What an excellent new book, but it doesn’t go far
enough – no mention of cold calling. Now that
really is crap!”

� Gerhard Gschwandtner – Founder and
President of Selling Power
“Brilliant! Jill, you have inspired me. Look out for
the inaugural Crap 2,0 Conference in September.
I am so excited – I feel a movement coming on!”

� Linda Richardson – Founder & Executive
Chairman of Richardson
“Isn’t “crap” a rude word?”

What the Experts are Saying About “CRAP Selling”

http://www.kurlanassociates.com/sales-leadership-event/event-overview.htm
http://www.kurlanassociates.com/sales-leadership-event/agenda.htm
http://www.kurlanassociates.com/sales-leadership-event/speakers.htm
http://www.kurlanassociates.com/sales-leadership-event/more-information.htm
http://www.kurlanassociates.com/sales-leadership-event/register.htm
http://www.kurlanassociates.com/sales-leadership-event/register.htm


deciding who should be in charge.

Studies have shown that the typical

percentage of time a sales rep spends

with a prospect is 35% (or less). What

are reps doing with the remaining

65% of their time? You can bet that a

good chunk of that time is spent

composing, developing, creating, and

distributing content of their own

making.

How much of that content is

effective? Which content works the

best? Is the content consistent with

your brand and your messaging?

There’s no way to know that answer

when you’ve got reps independently

crafting and distributing content. This

points to the need for a more

institutionalized approach to content-

selling. I believe there are plenty of

opportunities to apply content-selling

that will leave more time for reps to

hold quality conversations with quality

prospects and at the same time

ensure a higher level of effectiveness

of sales content across the

organization.

We can find these opportunities at

many points through-out the sales

cycle. Creating templated sales

emails is a great example of where

content-selling can be applied.

Rather than leaving reps to fend for

themselves, recreate the wheel and

rewrite the same emails repeatedly,

look for how you can offer reps best-

practice emails that can be shared

across the team to be used at a

moment’s notice. Think about the

opportunities to create targeted

paragraphs, attachments, links, and

call-to-actions for various situations,

objections, or buyer profiles.

Think too, about what content

reps need to keep the momentum

going. With long sales cycles, reps

need to ‘stay in touch’ to keep the

ball moving. Staying in touch is what

reps do when they don’t have

anything to lead with. What you

really want is for reps to continually

and consistently offer value that

builds momentum and interest. My

mantra is that Time Kills Deals. If

that is indeed true, then content is

the defense.

Along with the content itself, think

about creative ways to communicate

and distribute the content. An

attachment to an email is common-

place and unlikely to generate

excitement or the will to act. A video

email, or a document sent with a

personalized audio message is much

more likely to stand above the crowd.

So to, is a personalized web-page for

the prospect to view. Here’s the take-

away: each and every communication

between your reps and their

prospects gets factored into the

prospect’s decision calculations—if

not consciously, than certainly sub-

consciously.

Content-selling deserves a well-

thought-out content plan. Start by

identifying who’s in charge of the

process. If it will be crowd-sourced by

your reps, that’s ok as long as

someone is in charge of evaluating

the content for effectiveness and for

producing best-practice content

based on those results. You’ll also

need a method for sales team

collaboration. Next, identify the types

of content needed for various stages

in the sales cycle. If appropriate,

identify what variations are needed to

make the content relevant to various

buyer profiles. Also, take a look at the

variety of delivery mechanisms. Are

you giving reps a way to share

information effectively with their

prospects?

Content-marketing doesn’t go far

enough into the sales process. There

needs to be a well-orchestrated

symphony of content for both

Marketing and Sales organizations.

That can’t and won’t happen if each

member of the band is left to create

their own music.

Technology Footnote: Tools that

are particularly appropriate and

relevant to this post are:,

PointAcross, Bloomfire, Postwire
and BombBomb.                                 �

Content marketing, as the practice

is called, is a semi-automated

mechanism that gives organizations

the ability to extend their sales-

reach—to keep in touch (i.e. network,

email, tweet, or just plain interact) with

more prospects than ever before. The

principle involves automating the

‘task’ of staying in touch (and relevant)

with prospects that aren’t yet ‘sales-

ready.’ Content-marketing helps to

develop, maintain and move

relationships forward until they are

primed for a conversation with a sales

rep. That’s what people mean when

they talk about lead nurturing.

Content-marketing is lead

development. It is not selling however.

You need salespeople to sell. And

salespeople need their own content

designed to support their selling

process. They need content they can

use to communicate with prospects

through email. They need content

appropriate for use on social

networking platforms like LinkedIn.

They need content for sales call

follow-up and for leaving voice-mail

messages. They need customized

presentations in various formats. And,

they need content that makes their

proposals stand out from the

competition’s.

In short, they need content to

convert opportunities into deals. Let’s

call this ‘Content-Selling.’ The need

for content selling is particularly

evident in complex B2B sales where

sales cycles are longer and decisions

are rarely made by one person. Long

sales cycles consist of long stretches

of follow-up and information-sharing,

intermixed with relatively fewer

occurrences of live conversations. In

other words, a large percentage of a

rep’s communication is done through

content.

So who’s in charge of the content

piece of ‘content-selling?’ Most

organizations leave it entirely up to

sales reps to produce the sales

content they need. It’s assumed the

‘raw ingredients’ for such content are

available for easy extraction from the

plethora of marketing content—which

is true to a small degree.

Availability of raw materials isn’t

the only factor to consider when

What you really want
is for reps to

continually and
consistently offer
value that builds
momentum and

interest. My mantra is
that Time Kills Deals. 
If that is indeed true,
then content is the

defense.

Content was anointed King the minute buyers started
using the Internet to search for products and services.
Marketers prove their allegiance to the new ruler
because of its power as a market-awareness and lead
generation tool. No doubt, we use content to acquire,
grow, and maintain the prospect’s attention for the
purpose of populating and perpetuating the pipeline.

Content-Marketing Doesn’t
Go Far Enough to Drive Sales 

This article was written by
Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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FRONT ROW
S O L U T I O N S

Real Time Data for Sales Reps and Managers 

The Fastest Easiest Sales Reporting System Ever
Front Row CRM
The Fastest Easiest 
Sales Reporting System Ever

Front Row’s focus is the sales rep – that is the fundamental difference between 
us and all other CRM’s and sales reporting systems.

To find out how Front Row Solutions can work for you please contact us at 
1-800-986-0983 or visit www.frontrow-solutions.comTo find out how Front Row Solutions can work for you please contact us at 1-800-986-0983 or visit www.frontrow-solutions.com

Front Row constantly strives to engage the sales rep by providing tools that 
impact and improve the sales rep’s productivity. We have created the Front 
Row Sales Pro App which gives the sales rep 2 huge advantages: one before 
the sales call and one after.

After the call- The sales rep can submit a sales report in less than 30 seconds, 
retrieve a map and directions to the next call, review all sales reports of the 
day or add a new prospect. The sales rep has more time to sell and spend 
less time on administration.

"The Front Row system is the best CRM I have ever used: it focuses on me, 
the sales rep and my productivity needs." (Shawn Coultice, sales rep) 

             We have an app for all iOS devices (Apple), Blackberry, Windows, 
Android and a web application for PC's and Laptops. Front Row also supports 
SMS text messages for those not using a smartphone. A company can use 
one or any combination of devices.

Stand alone or Integrate – the option is yours: Front Row Solutions can be used 
as a stand-alone, complete CRM with the inherent advantages associated with 
the Front Row Sales Pro Apps. Front Row can also be integrated into most 
CRM, ERP and home grown management systems. Your sales force will enjoy 
the benefits of increased productivity using Front Row's Apps and the seamless 
data integration will breathe new life into your existing CRM system – watch 
your compliance soar! Our companies are experiencing a 90% compliance 
rate or better.

For the Sales Manager: we provide real time information and insights into all 
sales rep and client activity. The sales manager will never manage blind again.

For the Company: we guarantee an increase in sales rep activity, productivity 
and revenue as well as an ROI in weeks if not days.

Before the call – the rep can access from the app all key client information to 
prepare for the upcoming call. At the touch of a button from the app, the rep 
can retrieve and review all notes, contact information, past and current 
contracts and quotes, previous sales calls or the ability to auto dial from the 
app to the customer.

Click here to try the AppClick here to try the AppFRS 

i Click here for more informationClick here for more information

http://frslogin.com/appdemo/
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/contact-us


Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. Each
week on Top Sales World
we will publish the details
of the top ten posts – in
our opinion – and then
announce one winner. The
four weekly winners will
battle it out for the “Top
Sales Blog Post of the
Month” title, and be re-
published here in our Top
Sales magazine. March’s
winner was Sales
Benchmark Index.

How to Find Out What Your
Competitors Are Doing That
You Are Not

Top Sales Articles
March 2013
Top Sales Articles
March 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
March 2013

M A R C H  2 0 1 3
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Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for March was Anthony
Iannarino.

Selling to the A, B, and F SuitesM A R C H  2 0 1 3
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You’re might be overly concerned with

selling to the C-suite. Authority used

to reside in fewer people. Now

decisions are more and more made

by consensus. The elevator from the

ground floor passes through every

floor on its way to the Executive Suite.

And it’s likely your deal does, too.

The A, B, G and F Suites
There aren’t any A, B, or F suites, I

know. But if there were they might

look something like this:

The A Suite: The highest level of

manager that has a real reason to

care about what you sell isn’t always

found in the C-suite. The A suite is full

of the highest level of stakeholders

that do care about what you sell.

You may want to skip this group

and go right to the C-suite. But that’s

probably a mistake. This group is

probably more interested in what you

sell. More still, the C-suite is probably

looking for this group to make the

decision as to what they need to buy

before they’re even remotely

interested. This group is also likely to

have the greatest ability to influence

the C-suite (if and when it’s necessary

that you bring them in).

The B Suite: This level is the

business owner. This is the group of

stakeholders that owns the business

outcome for your client company.

You might decide not to spend any

time outside of the C-suite (or the A-

suite). Even though this group may

not be upper management, they have

the most insight about how what you

sell really needs to work for them.

They’ll give you the ground truth about

what could be improved. And they

likely have a ton of influence with the

A-suite.

The F Suite: Finance. Purchasing.

Supply Chain Management. This is

the suite where you find the economic

buyers. Like it or not, your deal likely

passes through this suite on its way

from target to close.

You can try to avoid this group if

you want to, but pretending that they

aren’t going to be involved in your

deal doesn’t make it true. Purchasing

and Finance have grown in power

over the last decade, and there isn’t

any reason not to learn to sell

effectively to this group—even if they

are overly concerned about price.

The C-suite may or may not be

involved in your deal. But there’s no

doubt that a lot of lower-level

stakeholders are going to be involved

in your deal. And they’re going to be

affected by whatever you sell. You

build consensus by engaging with

these groups, not by ignoring them.

Stop at every floor on your way to

the C-suite.                                            �

Every Sales VP wants to know what

their competitors are doing.  You want

to keep a competitive advantage.

Knowing how your competitors are

enabling their sales force can provide

an advantage.  But most Sales VPs

like you don’t know how to do it.  They

confuse competitive profiling and

benchmarking.

We get asked to ‘benchmark’ the

competition frequently.  Although

‘benchmarking’ includes competitors,

it is not competitive profiling.

Benchmarking allows a comparison of

you against your peers. This peer

group is typically made up of 30-40

companies.  Alternatively, competitive

profiling enables you to deeply

understand one competitor.  This is

extremely beneficial when targeting a

single company. And there are

specific ways to accomplish and use

the data to be effective.

Download our Competitive

Profiling Assessment. It will help you

understand if you need benchmarking

or a competitive profile.  It will also

guide you in proper questioning to

learn valuable information.

We recently advised a client how

to perform a competitive profile.

Why?  There was  a 67% increase in

loss business to one competitor.  The

past 6 months have been brutal.  The

win/loss interviews were too general

to really uncover the root issue.  Lost

customers indicated they ‘matched

the solution to the problem’ better.  Or

they felt a ‘better level of trust’.

Another mentioned ‘superior

installation references’.  Not one thing

stood out.  It was time for a

competitive profile.

We brainstormed with them on

limiting our investigation to 3 actions

first.  We chose these:

� Sales Process: We wanted to get

our hands on their sales process. Did

they recently deploy one and was it

more customer-centric than ours?

� Compensation Plan: Did they

change their compensation plan

incenting more new business vs.

account development? Is this new

compensation plan attracting more

talented sales reps?

� Territory Design: Have they

realigned territories putting their best

people where the most market

demand is?

We then developed questions to

ask the ...               Read More Here�

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/selling-to-thea-b-and-f-suites-by-s-anthony-iannarino/ http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/selling-to-thea-b-and-f-suites-by-s-anthony-iannarino/
http://topsalesworld.com/topblogposts/week-winner/how-to-find-out-what-your-competitors-are-doing-that-you-are-not-by-sales-benchmark-index-2/


How much are referrals worth to you?
THE VALUE OF REFERRAL SALES

$156.1K 

$11.5K 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Quarter Ending 

22 TOUCH* 

COLD CALLING 

VS. 

AVG SALES/USER/YR 
(@ $6,500 per referral) 

JENNIFER DEROIN
Business Development Director
Nichols Group

“We are a professional services business where trust 
and relationships matter. We get exceptional sales 
results with 22 Touch. It’s dignified, simple to use, 
and creates a steady stream of referred business.”

- JENNIFER DEROIN

Turn contacts into relationships 
and relationships into sales.
Relationships are the key to a successful life and business. Use 22 Touch to connect on 
a personal level with the people who matter. Whether they’re prospects, referral sources 
or current customers, we turn contacts into relationships and relationships into sales.

“22 Touch is an extremely cost-effective and time-efficient way to automate a 
high-touch prospecting system to acquire clients and build your business. I 
highly recommend it.” 

– BILL BACHRACH, CEO
  Bachrach & Associates, Inc.

“22 Touch provides me with the structure I need to connect with my important 
relationships.”

– STEPHEN HOOD
Financial Advisor

“In first month of using 22 Touch I received 4 referrals. It has made a positive 
impact on how I build trust with my prospects and helps me achieve my sales 
goals.” – BARRETT WHITTINGTON

Payroll Services Sales Manager

www.22touch.com

THE PROCESS

TRY IT FOR FREE
(no credit card required)

WHAT IS 22 TOUCH?

30-DAY FREE TRIAL
(no credit card required)

Use our “wizard”
for a fast start

Easily upload 
your contacts

Automatically schedules
touches and reminders

3

Connect with substance 
using system selected 
articles, blogs & news 

5

1

2

Expand your skills with 
our video training series

4

http://22touch.com/what-is-22-touch-video/
http://app.22touch.com/registration
http://22touch.com/
http://app.22touch.com/registration


execution. Not necessarily from a

functional perspective, but from an

overall system's perspective. Scott's

question was: “Would you invest in a

sales & marketing corporation for your

retirement, given an average ROI of

about 2, 6%? Probably not.” 

Many functional driven programs

lead to “random acts of sales support”,

customers don't get the value they

expect and the costs of sales are often

out of control. Scott’s conclusion: “The

current selling systems cannot support

the weight of your business

requirements and is holding your

organization back from meeting its

objectives.” 

Many organizations are exactly at

this point. They have more or less

well managed enablement areas,

and they see the need to build a

flexible, adaptive selling system,

end-end, based on GoToCustomer

principles.

We have witnessed the selling

system's needs and the way different

organizations approach this challenge

in key notes from Wibro's Robert

Racine; from Cisco's Thierry von

Herweijnen and in my key note on T-

Systems’ journey. Best practices and

very valuable insights on specific

enablement areas were shared e.g.

from Symantec's Carol Sustala;

Informatica's Mark Sladden, as well as

from CA’s Gerard Sample and of

course from vendors with customers.

How to approach the idea of a

selling system? Think and design

differently, based on the

GoToCustomer 4 Ps (problem,

pattern, path and proof); define the

scope of your organization’s 21st

selling system. One step regarding

scope and transparency is analyzing

all spending across the entire system,

as recommended by the CFO view. 

Another step is understanding how

value is perceived by your customers,

using a value perception matrix and to

design your selling system accordingly.

The value perception matrix helps to

assess different characteristics behind

certain roles, so-called seller and buyer

archetypes. 

How can we cluster these

characteristics to optimize our

resource allocation and our

performance regarding the customer's

desired relationship model? Scott

addressed this: The value perception

matrix dimensions are “knowledge

transfer required” and “scope of

offerings/customer challenges”. 

We can define four buyer

characteristics: Procurers (low in both

dimensions), managers, leaders and

executives (high in both dimensions).

Sellers can be mapped the same way:

Expediters (low in both dimensions),

consolidator, specialists and

collaborators (high in both

dimensions). A simple, thought-

through, customer-centric and effective

foundation for a selling system.

The challenge is now to assess

your sales force and to adjust your

findings to your own sales model, to

your own account or territory

framework and to your growth

strategies. Exactly, what I shared in my

key note – how to design a “heart of a

selling system” based on those

archetype relations, account tiers,

growth strategies, comfort zones and

business types. 

The results are clear design points

for enablement services, demand

generation and selling system metrics.

It's also an excellent framework for

sales managers to optimize resource

allocation, to scale performance and to

drive change towards the connection

economy.

Maybe it sounds simple. Doing this

is not simple, but the results will be.

Creating simplicity is hard work,

because we have to understand a

system’s given complexity and we

have to distinguish between complexity

and complicatedness.

Complicatedness can be reduced;

complexity has simply to be managed.

Therefore we have to really

understand the system.

� Simplicity is pure. 

� Simplicity is beauty. 

� Simplicity is perfection. 

� Simplicity is plain, noble and

elegant. 

� Simplicity accepts no excuses. 

This is why simplicity works. Always. �

Afew years ago, the term “sales

enablement” was positioned

above sales training portals and

technology. The discipline’s maturity

grew up from activity to discipline, from

program to function, from a tactical to a

strategic perspective. And that’s also

confirmed by the maturity curve of

Forrester’s third Sales Enablement

Forum. 

Different ways on how to get started

were discussed in 2011. It was about

how to come from a fragmented state

with many “random acts of sales

support” to managed areas. In 2012,

the conference focused on four HERO

perspectives to create tangible impact:

Holistic (the whole is greater than the

sum of the parts), Engineered (how the

parts fit together), Reality (How the

parts behave) and Ongoing operations

(continuous and sustained

improvement). 

The HERO components already

pointed the way to a holistic

GoToCustomer selling system, this

year’s focus. 

My highlights cover the C-level

perspective, the selling system and the

simplicity.

The C-level perspective: 

Forrester's CEO George Colony asked

a number of CEOs this question: “What

are YOU personally doing to ensure

that your sales force is getting the

company to its strategic goals?”

The answers covered a broad

range, e.g. it's about the product "we

build great products“, it's about selling

"I personally follow up on deals“ and "I

personally lead the sales force“ and it's

about clear goals and pushing the

vision. Very special: "I personally tune

the comp plan“…

The CEOs are all very engaged.

They have gut feelings about sales, but

they perceive selling more as a

function than as a system and their

activities were often inside-out

oriented. 

So far, sales enablement has failed

to integrate the CEOs in their

approaches. There is now a big

opportunity to close this strategy to

execution gap and map sales

enablement approaches to the CEOs

desired outcomes.

Forrester's CFO Mike Doyle spoke

about the current dilemma on

measuring around functional driven,

internal design points such as products

and geographies. Metrics that matter

most for a CFO are for instance

client/new business profitability,

targeted market share, total costs to

deliver sales revenue as well as

productivity and ROI for total sales

enablement. These KPIs force us to

analyze costs across the entire selling

system, end-end. Then, these costs

can be mapped to different revenue

streams, which is very relevant for the

entire C level constituency.

So, CEOs and CFOs need a role in

sales enablement approaches. Both

will challenge us to bridge between

business strategy and sales execution,

and between different languages and

perceptions.

The selling system and
simplicity:

According to Forrester’s Research

Director and “Chief Simpletist”, Scott

Santucci, we are in a changed, “do

more with less” economy. The different

activities our CEOs delegate to their

direct reports often lead to poor

A few years ago, the
term “sales

enablement” was
positioned above sales

training portals and
technology. 

This article was written by Tamara Schenk. 
To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk

Where Is Sales Enablement Heading?
Highlights from the Forrester Conference
Back from the Forrester Sales Enablement Forum in
sunny Scottsdale, AZ, March 4-5: What are the
highlights apart from a beautiful location, sharing,
learning and networking? 
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There are two major categories of

sales people today:

1. Manic: “If I fling enough stuff,

something’s eventually going to stick.”

2. Disciplined: “If I work smart and get

to know what they need before they

need it, they will want to listen.”)

In today’s Internet world, knowledge is

king—and prospects have access to

research before they’re even a

glimmer in your pipeline’s eye. The

sheer wealth of free knowledge,

combined with the plethora of media

distractions online, is ruining sales

reps’ success as prospects are

inundated with competitive noise and

clutter in the marketplace. This

“forgetting curve” is plaguing these

manic salespeople.

The disciplined sales reps—the

ones embracing new technology to

capture attention and build

relationships—are winning the fight

against the forgetting curve.

Fighting the Forgetting
Curve

The new online consumer does 70%
of their research online before even

contacting you for more information.

By the time these prospects gets

down the decision funnel, they are

educated, know your competitors and

are armed with anti-pitch rebuttals. If

you try to engage these highly-

educated, hyper-aware prospects with

a phone call, you will be left firmly at

the bottom of the forgetting curve.

PowerPoint doesn’t win
deals. Relationships do

In the Aberdeen Group study, Video
and Collaboration in the Sales
Cycle: Fighting the Forgetting
Curve, smart sales organizations are

using new technology to “harness the

creative power of video to be

remarkable and unforgettable.”

93% of people’s judgments—the

foundations of relationships—are

based on non-verbal cues, such as
tone of voice, facial expressions
and body language. With only one

dimensional products like email or old-

school web meetings, sales reps are

missing vital opportunities to make

meaningful and lasting impressions. 

By performing prospect profiling

and research, understanding pain

points and adding rich media

components—such as on-demand

video messages or next-generation

virtual meetings technology—smart

sales reps convey 100% of the cues

needed to leave a lasting first

impression:

� Personality

� Credibility

� Trustworthiness

� Forward-thinking

� Likeability

Being unique is the most powerful tool

sales professionals can use to stand

out in a hyper-connected digital world.

By using smart tactics and the right

technologies, you broadcast life and

personality into an arena full of noise

and clutter. And that unique, personal

and likeable first impression helps

capture the attention that builds the

relationships that closes the deal.      �

Find out what top sellers are doing on LinkedIn that you're not!

Get the results from our 2013 Sales & LinkedIn survey. 

In Cracking the LinkedIn Sales Code, 
you’ll get the inside scoop on:

� LinkedIn’s capabilities that top sellers use frequently.

� Their strategies and mindset that leads to more business.

� Action steps to better leverage LinkedIn for prospecting.

Click HERE to get your copy.

Advertorial

Here’s What Sales Reps Need to Know
about Fighting the Forgetting Curve

To learn more about how Video and Collaboration in the Sales

Cycle, click here for the Aberdeen Group Study.
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Cracking the
Linkedin Sales Code

- Survey Results
Jonathan Farrington
in conversation with

Jill Konrath
�

http://www.jillkonrath.com/linkedin-sales-code/?utm_campaign=linkedin+2013&utm_source=co-marketers
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesHardTalk/Jill_Konrath_March_13.mp3
http://chiefmarketer.com/b2b/connect-b2b-buyers-theyre-too-far-down-funnel
http://hub.am/X8mz7c
http://www.businessinsider.com/20-ways-to-nail-a-good-first-impression-2010-12?op=1#ixzz2EPTz6285
http://www.pgi.com/products/imeet?intcid=PGi:PGiBG:PROD-IM
http://hub.am/X8mz7c


salespeople don’t surge through their

quotas? Even if they receive

“accelerators” (super one-off

bonuses) for over-achieving, they

know that the struggle they may face

to achieve next year’s targets - based

on this year’s super performance -

simply isn’t worth a little “instant

gratification”.

I don’t have any hard numbers to

share with you but you will appreciate,

I feel certain, that one of the main

reasons why more than 50% of

salespeople are missing quota year

on year is because those quotas are

totally unrealistic.

And the ridiculous assumption that

irks me the most is when I see targets

“back-loaded”. An assumption made

that Q1 will be the quietest – and

hence toughest - quarter, and Q4 the

busiest – and hence easiest - quarter.

Why?

Usually that is a total cop-out. It

means that the manager hasn’t begun

his/her next year planning and

forecasting until January so wants

breathing space.

Unless you are operating in a

“seasonal” sector, there is no logical

reason why one quarter should be any

different from another – is there?

We call this the “hockey stick

effect” but you knew that already,

because I bet you have played that

game a few times!

In my experience – and experience

is one of the few advantages of

ageing, albeit gracefully – typical

sales teams are made up of three

groups - new recruits, graduates,

younger salespeople, or those just

promoted. Their targets are set

somewhat sympathetically - if indeed

they carry a quota at all. These are

theoretically the “super-stars” of

tomorrow and we should invest in

them heavily because it will cost us far

less to do so than recruit externally at

a later date. We are creating a

continuous production line of

potentially high-achievers.

Next we have what some unkind

sales managers refer to as “plodders”.

Actually, they are not plodders at all -

unless you feel that delivering

consistent numbers month on month

is a burden... These people are never

going to set the world on fire - or bring

in the really big orders regularly - but

they always gave me comfort as a

manager, because their achievement

levels were virtually guaranteed and

they represent solid foundations on

which to build. With them in place you

can afford to take the occasional risk

on the mega-deal that you know is

going to stretch resources.

Finally we have the company’s

“big-hitters” - the really big-earners;

the “top 5% players” These guys know

the rules and they can really bring in

the ginormous deals. They are street-

wise and they expect to be rewarded

accordingly. These are the people

who, if they resign, the C-Lounge get

involved in trying to hang on to them –

not only because the company would

suffer from losing their contribution but

also because of the damage they

could potentially cause if they

switched to a competitor.

Can you populate your team

entirely with these people? Probably -

but I have never witnessed it

personally and deliberately never

attempted to achieve it.

What would an entire team of

Lionel Messi’s look like? Or Christian

Ronaldo’s – or come to that, David

Beckham’s? (There you go again JF,

more sporting analogies!)

The reality is that it just doesn’t

work in practice. “Dream Teams” fall-

out because egos get in the way.

In summary, we need (we are

desperate for) sales managers - dare I

even suggest sales leaders – who can

set the bar at the correct height for

each of their team members. Set it too

low and they will cruise. Set it too high

and they will become de-motivated…

Challenge each of them. To do this

you must have an intimate knowledge

and understanding of their capabilities

– every single one of them.

Oh, and for goodness sake, leave

hockey sticks on the hockey field – be

brave!                                                     �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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We call this the
“hockey stick effect”

but you knew that
already, because I bet
you have played that

game a few times!

So JF, let’s hear it, high jumpers?

What’s that all about?

Have you ever noticed by how

much high jumpers clear the bar?

That is of course if they clear it! (If you

are a high jumper yourself you may

want to move on a bit in this article

because we expect you to know the

answer to that question…)

The answer is by very little - in fact

by as little as possible.

Why? Well what is the point of

jumping 2.0 meters when the bar is

set at 1.85?

There are no additional prizes, no

extra points, and if the competition

continues and a few clear 1.85, the

bar will eventually be raised to 2.0,

and you can attempt it – but only when

you have to.

And that is exactly how most – and

for most read at least 80% (because I

love to use good old Vilfredo Pareto’s

principle whenever I can) - frontline

sales professionals view their annual

targets: Something to just achieve,

which is considered to be a massive

achievement!

In many ways it is not their fault -

after all they didn’t set that target

themselves. It was probably set by an

inexperienced and less than confident

manager who looked at the previous

year’s achievement levels and

thought that an increase of 10%

sounded reasonable. Why not just

stick your finger in the air, or stick a

pin in a set of possible variations?

So no thought about economic

conditions? Increase in competitors?

Longevity of the product range?

Outdated selling skills of the team?

Greater numbers of prospects buying

online? Etc. etc.

Is it any wonder that smart

Sales Quotas, High Jumpers
& Hockey Sticks
Oh no... Here he goes again… JF is back with more sporting analogies I hear at least
one good friend - and popular sales commentator - mutter, whilst I have always
tolerated his comparisons with aviational challenges!
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This conference will connect you

with top sales-management

experts and leaders who are

endorsed by both Selling Power

magazine and Sales 2.0

organizations. 

Hear the latest research on

building and maintaining a winning

sales organization, as well as proven

sales-management tactics.

Here are just some of the
topics we'll cover

� Effectively motivating/

compensating sales teams

� Coaching reps to improve

selling skills

� Optimizing the sales process

� Leveraging social media in the

sales process (social selling)

Increasing customer retention/ 

loyalty

� Shortening sales cycles

� Improving sales performance

� Evaluating and adopting Sales 2.0

solutions

Be among the elite. Meet experts in

sales, marketing, and sales

operations. Share ideas and best

practices. Ensure that your goal for

success in 2013 is attainable.

The leading sales conference
in Spring 2013.

Sales 2.0 Conference San Francisco

2013 provides B2B sales, marketing

and operation leaders proven tactics

from an expert community, for

optimizing sales processes and results,

during an interactive and regionalized

event from the best sales expertise

resources. Sales 2.0 aggregates the

insight from a very strong sales expert

community comprised of executives,

consultants and analysts and presents

the information through actionable

discussions and resources for

businesses to use.                                 �
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Ignite your
2013 B2B
sales strategy
Improve your ability to implement and execute your
2013 sales strategy by attending the Sales 2.0
Conference, San Francisco.

Advertorial

http://hub.am/Zbhtoi
http://www.sales20conf.com/SF2013/
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The Ultimate Sales
Strategy

How the Sales 2.0
Conferences are Evolving 

Does Example Trump
Reason?

Managing for Different
Outcomes

Ken Thoreson �� Larissa Gschwandtner �� Kevin Eikenberry  �� Anthony Iannarino  ��

Sales Management Issues Interviews

How to Ask for Referrals How to Get Serious About
Sales Lead Generation

How to Uncover Needs
Painlessly

How, When and Why
to Delegate

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

How to Guides

Seven Ways to Be a Better
Meeting Participant 

Are you Selling or Telling? Success Today Means
Maximizing the Entire

Workforce Around One
Common Goal

Introducing
S.C.O.T.S.M.A.N

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Sales Team Development Sessions

The Ultimate Sales
Strategy 

Transactional Analysis and
Its Effect on Customer

Interactions

The Meek Will Not Inherit
the C-Lounge!

Seven Signs That Your
Sales Team Is In Trouble

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Leadership Skills

Top Sales Management Highlights
March 2013

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/Ken_Thoreson_TSM_March_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-ask-for-referrals/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/seven-ways-to-be-a-better-meeting-participant/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/the-ultimate-sales-strategy/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/Larissa_Gschwandtner_TSM_March_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-get-serious-about-sales-lead-generation/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/are-you-selling-or-telling/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/transactional-analysis-and-its-effect-on-customer-interactions/
http://topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Anthony_Iannarino_TSM_Dec_12.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-uncover-needs-painlessly/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/success-today-means-maximizing-the-entire-workforce-around-one-common-goal/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/the-meek-will-not-inherit-the-c-lounge/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Kevin_Eikenberry_TSM_Jan_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-when-and-why-to-delegate/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/introducing-s-c-o-t-s-m-a-n/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/seven-signs-that-your-sales-team-is-in-trouble/


As a sales leader, you spend most

of your day with reps that will say

anything to get out of meetings with

you: Want a commit on that $20k deal

that’s closing at the end of the month?

Great – your rep will say so. Meeting

adjourned.

So what’s the problem? As an

organization, you’ve invested in your

CRM and committed to using it to

streamline your sales data and build

better forecasts, but you’re not using

that data properly. You’re working

harder, not smarter to piece together

forecasts for C-level execs that are

ultimately based on “gut” and “intuition”.

Many sales managers don’t realize

that asking their sales reps how they

feel about a deal rather than using

opportunity stages and historic

performance data, puts their

organization at risk. Why can’t you rely

on sales reps to accurately estimate

their deals? Because in the traditional

system of downsides, strong upsides,

commits (and some sandbagging) there

is no data to support how likely they are

to close. Realistically, can any of your

reps put an accurate quantitative value

on an “upside” versus a “strong

upside”? You’d be hard-pressed to find

even the best sales professional who

could tell you his historic win rate for the

“strong upside” deal he’s working on this

quarter. 

So how do you solve for the

subjectivity in your forecasting process?

Change how you measure steps in your

sales process. Stages should be based

on where the deal is by opportunity

stage, and progressing stages should

be tied to specific actions that the

customer takes. Did the customer

request a price quote? Now you’re in

negotiation. By incorporating

opportunity stage based sales data your

business can review metrics like

percent conversions of stages, historic

win rates, and individual win rates.

When an opportunity moves from demo

to trial, this is a much more discrete and

measurable stage than “feeling” through

a deal. When you move from subjective

feelings to data, you go from gut based

forecasting to a data-driven and

repeatable Smart Forecast™.

Accurate sales forecasting applies

your historical sales data and pipeline

stage conversions and uses these to

better predict your sales. As shown

below, Smart Forecast™ replaces the

guesswork of traditional forecasting and

allows you to better manage your sales

team and ultimately your business. It

shows projections based on your

current pipeline and based on historic

conversion data from previous months.

It also shows you a typical range based

on 1 standard deviation in the green

shaded area.

Using data does not mean that a

sales manager should dismiss the

team’s instincts. Smart sales leaders

will ask for their team’s insights as an

overlay to a data-driven sales

forecast.                                                �

For more details visit www.richardson.com

Are You Smarter Than
Your Sales Forecast?
If you’re building a sales
forecast that asks for
commits, upsides or
strong upsides – you’re
building a garbage
forecast.  

Find out more about Smart Forecast™ from InsightSquared, the sales

analytics company, and how to use your sales data to better run your

business at www.InsightSquared.com/smart-forecast
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But are you taking the best

advantage of it? Maybe you're on

the fence as to whether or not social

media is a fad. Or maybe you feel you

simply don’t have the time for it. 

If you’re avoiding digital

prospecting techniques, you’re

missing a fantastic opportunity to:

� Expand your prospecting reach

� Start new relationships

� Build credibility

� Get a foot in the door!

Traditional prospecting strategies are

important, but they aren’t working as

well as they used to. You need other

ways to break through prospects’

delete barrier and digital attraction

strategies can help. 

Here are just a few digital

attraction strategies that can help you

maximize your prospecting and grab

new contacts’ attention.

1. Dig into Social Networking

Most sellers think that doing research

on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter is

enough when it comes to integrating

social networking into their prospecting.

There's plenty more you can do!

Connect with prospects on

LinkedIn. Follow them on Twitter. Join

groups where your prospects are.

Once you’re connected in some way,

using your social network to send

direct messages may get past

gatekeepers when nothing else will. 

Start discussions, comment on

posts, and re-tweet to be visible while

emphasizing your credibility in your

target market. Your goal here is to get

and keep prospects hooked on you!

2. Blog!

If you want to build awareness with

your prospects, be seen where they’re

visiting. Write articles or blog for sites

they frequent. These are perfect

vehicles for showcasing your expertise.

They can also help to keep your

prospects watching you. 

Tailor each piece specifically to your

target market, writing about issues

they’re experiencing and offering

suggestions and tips. People trust and

respond to experts who provide good

ideas and tips that really work. Be one

of those experts.

Don't be afraid to take the plunge.

Check out The Sales Magnet Tool Kit at

www.thesalesmagnet.com for a list

of websites that allow you to post and

share articles for free.

3. Send Out E-Newsletters

E-newsletters have been around for

quite a while now, and aren't quite as

“cutting-edge” as other digital

prospecting techniques. They are,

however, ideal for helping you to stay

in consistent touch with prospects

who aren’t yet ready to buy and

customers who haven’t purchased in

the past year.

One great thing about e-

newsletters is that they allow you to

stay in touch without having to worry

about whether or not you're being too

pushy. It's one of the least invasive

digital attraction strategies. You

provide valuable content while

reminding prospects that you’re

available to help. 

Prospecting can seem impossibly

difficult at times, but it doesn't have to

be! By supplementing your personal

attraction strategies with digital

strategies, you can build awareness,

demonstrate your expertise and attract

the prospects that are right for you.    �

3 Strategies to Attract
More Prospects
A decade ago, most sales people had no idea just how
vital the Internet would become to prospecting. In
today's world, it's as important as email and cold calling.

This article was written by
Kendra Lee.

To find out more about Kendra, visit:
www.klagroup.com
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Clear Roles and Expectations 

The goal of the QBR is to review and

keep the business on track. The goal

of the manager should not be to catch

the rep out but rather facilitate their

business thinking. It is important to set

clear expectations of roles of both

parties. 

The sales rep’s role is to be

prepared and lead the meeting. They

own their business plan and must

demonstrate that they have a strong

understanding of challenges and

opportunities in their territory. My

expectation is they come prepared

with a plan of action to address the

challenges and the opportunities in

their territory/business.

The sales manager’s role is to ask

questions using what I call a

“coaching mindset”. Consistently ask

the same question. As in all

performance cultures the sale

manager’s job is to hold the sales rep

accountable for doing what they said

they were going to do. 

The expectation is that the sales

rep and the manager are aligned on

the plan of action for the next quarter

and the rep provides the sales

manager with a written summary of

their agreed plan of action for the next

quarter. 

Focus Forward 

One of the biggest pitfalls untrained

managers run into is that they spend

more time focused on what

happened in the last quarter. The real

value of the QBR is twofold; 

1. Reviewing successes and misses

from the prior quarter and what you

have learned; and 

2. What is the plan for next quarter?

Some managers spend 80% of the

QBR reviewing and 20% focused on

the next quarter. Many managers

divide the time half and half. The best

manager’s always focus forward.

They effectively cover the past

quarter using 20% of the time and

spend the other 80% discussing what

the plans are for the next quarter. 

Use a “Coaching Mindset” to
Create a Performance
Culture 

A coaching mindset stems from the

belief that the sales rep has the

solution. It is about asking questions

as opposed to telling the sales rep

what you think or what they should

do. It requires a shift in mindset from

being judgmental to asking curious

questions that help the sales rep self-

evaluate and go through a process of

self-discovery. 

The coaching mindset poses

questions to help the sales rep think.

It sounds like: 

� How are you going to do that? 

� What do you think is the best

way?

� How would you address that

opportunity? 

� What are you trying to

accomplish? 

One of the approaches I like best is

always asking the sales rep “how you

are going to take their business to the

next level.” What I mean by that;

� If the rep is at 90% to quota I

would ask “what do you need to do to

get your business to 95% 

� If the rep is at 120% to quota I

would ask them “what do you need to

do to get your business to 125%. 

By continually asking the same key

questions my hope is that the sales

rep comes prepared with an answer

to that question. 

Conclusion

QBRs can be a very positive

process. It allows you to take the time

to think and look at your business

and business plan every quarter and

clearly identify your successes and

misses. It is a great process to re-

prioritize your challenges,

opportunities and make sure you

have plans to address each. Sales

manager’s want their sales reps to

demonstrate they have a clear

understanding of what is going on in

his/her business and that they have a

plan of action on how they are going

to drive their business.                         �

Quarterly business reviews

consists of a formal review

meeting between a front line sales

manager and one of his/her sales

representatives. It can also be a

meeting with the next level where the

regional or national sales manager

meets with their front line sales. The

purpose of such a meeting is to

review the last quarter’s performance

and to discuss plans for the next

quarter. 

One of the issues I see is that

sales managers don’t receive any

formal training on how to conduct an

effective QBR nor do sales managers

usually share best practices on

running a QBR with their peers. As a

result, many QBRs are not as

effective or impactful as they can be. 

I want to share with you 5 effective

practices that will make the quarterly

business review process drive high

performance. 

Keep the Process Simple

Maintaining a simple but relevant

process is critical. It is critical that both

the manager and the rep are looking

at the same data. You don’t want your

sales people spending hours looking

for data. A meeting should be no

longer than 3 hours, if you go over 3

hours it becomes a killer process. 

Multi-Level Performance
Reviews

In order for the process to be effective

each level needs to be involved. It

starts with the front line sales

manager reviewing each member of

their sales team. Depending on how

many levels of sales management

there are in the organization it is

incumbent on each level to conduct a

QBR with the level below. If there is a

VP of Sales (VP), regional sales

directors (RSD’s) and district sales

managers (DSM’s) then;

� The DSM’s review the reps, 

� The RSD’s review the DSM’s and

� The VP reviews the RSD’s

Commitment to the Process 

For the QBR process to work,

management must maintain a

commitment to perform reviews on a

quarterly basis. For example, if the

company has a stellar quarter there is

tendency to forgo a cycle. I believe

that this is a lost opportunity and if

management wants to build a

performance based organization

there are opportunities to use the

QBR to reach even higher levels of

performance.

This article was written by
Steven Rosen.

To find out more about Steven, visit:
www.starresults.com

In order for the
process to be effective
each level needs to be

involved. 

How to Conduct an Impactful
Quarterly Business Review
Both business acumen and business planning are
becoming a much more integral skill for sales reps and
sales managers. Company’s business planning
processes require sales reps to build annual business
plans. 
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